Event starts Thursday May 26 2022
See the BAWA Calendar for exact dates.
See the BAWA web site for conditions of contest.
(Information/Notices)

Event commences at 7.30pm (Weekend start times 10.00 am)

VENUE:

City of Melville Bridge Club.

ENTRY FEE:

$50.00 per player

ENTRIES: via MyABF or click here*
* You will need to be registered & logged in
The Seniors’ Selection is for players born before January 1 1961. Note: It is the player’s
responsibility to ensure that they meet the age eligibility requirements. This event is
open to ALL Senior pairs however, non-contending pairs* must, at the start of the
event, declare their status. The number of sessions advertised in the calendar, as well
as the entry fee, may be reduced if entries are insufficient. Check the calendar for final
dates.
As of January 1 2022, ALL BAWA sponsored Red Point events require all participants to be fully
vaccinated against COVID19. You are able to register your COVID19 vaccine status on the MyABF
website when you enter. Further details re compliance will be published early in 2022.

* Contending pairs – A pair who warrants that they are available to play, at the ANC, in the event
category relevant to the selection event. Non-contending pairs warrant that they are unavailable
for selection in the team relevant to the selection event. Barring extra ordinary and / or unforeseen
circumstances, penalties will apply should pairs change their contention status.
If you are keen to improve your standard of play then playing in BAWA events is a must. You do not
have to be an expert to play in these events. ALL players of ALL standards are welcome. Don’t forget
BAWA events carry the highest rating (double congress rate) for those hard to earn RED MASTER
POINTS.
Check: Conditions of Entry to BAWA Competitions

